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I

have to begin my review of Aligning Ferret with a confession. After
reading the first couple pages, I thought I was in for a slow exhausting read as I, an American reader, trudged through the Indian prose
of this novel. I could not have been more incorrect. What I found as
I continued to read was a story that drew me in. As any good work of
fiction, the character development allowed me to identify and empathize
with the story’s characters. Most importantly, I began to see how I could
use this story to re-engage my own teams in a variety of improvement
initiatives.
I have not read many “business novels,” so this unique style combining fast-paced fiction with practical discussions of the uses and value of
CMMI, People CMM, and Balance Scorecard was rather new to me. The
story chronicles both the corporate dynamics and personnel challenges
of an Indian software company named Ferret, which has been recently
acquired by a USA-based MNC, and struggles to meet the rapidly changing expectations of the new parent company.
In parallel with the story line of corporate transformation, the story follows the personal life of the protagonist, Sunil ‘Sunny’ Chinnappa who
is tasked almost daily with a new set of priorities when his boss, Rajiv,
keeps tossing more on his plate. Sunny must also deal with an increaseingly complicated set of circumstances in his private life, involving his
wife and nephew.
As a business book, Aligning Ferret is about the tools to align every facet
of business strategy, tactics, and operations to reflect changing business
conditions. Also included are exercises at the end of each chapter with
questions that review the topics of the chapter as well as thought provoking discussions and references to additional reading materials.
For me, this book had an unexpected added value. As a member of a
global team which includes substantial team members in India, this story
provided a glimpse into the day to day lives of my Indian counterparts. I
now have a better appreciation for their culture, what they think beyond
the business of business, and most importantly, how I can temper my
American perspective to more effectively communicate with my global
team.
Ferret is not about CMM, although you will have a better understanding
of its implications; it’s not about People CMM, but you will increase your
knowledge of its uses; it isn’t about Balanced Scorecard, although you
will likely be inspired to investigate more. What is Ferret? Ferret is a
great story that teaches us lessons about business, about life, and about
balancing and aligning all the pieces, both professionally and personally.
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